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romatic interlocked Mn2B10H10

wheel to the metal-doped boranaphthalenes
M2@B10H8 and M2B5 2D-sheets (M ¼ Mn and Fe):
a molecules to materials continuum using DFT
studies†‡

Sagar Ghorai and Eluvathingal D. Jemmis *

The inherent tendency of BR fragments to undergo coupling is utilized to predict M2B10H10 and M2@B10H8

complexes (where M ¼ Mn and Fe). Electronic structure analysis of Mn2B10H10 (7) shows that the metal d-

orbitals stabilize the interlocked boron wheel structure, forming an unprecedented geometrical pattern

with Möbius aromaticity. The two additional electrons in Fe2@B10H10 (8) stabilize a twisted [10]

boraannulene structure. The removal of 2H from 7 and 8 leads to the planar structures Mn2@B10H8 (11)

and Fe2@B10H8 (10), respectively. The stability of the planar arrangements is due to multicentered (s + p)

bonding, where p-donation occurs from the M2 (M ¼ Fe and Mn) unit to the borocyclic unit. The

presence of 10p electrons in M2@B10H8 relates it to naphthalene, having Hückel p-aromaticity. The

condensation of naphthalene to graphene in two dimensions suggests the ability to build the different

metal boride monolayers FeB5 and Fe2B5, considering Fe2@B10 as the building block, bringing this

molecular boron chemistry into the solid state. One of the predicted monolayers, b-Fe2B5, is found to be

the global minimum in the planar arrangement based on a USPEX crystal structure search algorithm.

Electronic structure analysis further shows that the stabilization mechanism in the molecular building

block remains unaltered in the solid state.
Introduction

The last two decades has witnessed explosive growth in three
apparently parallel elds in the area of boron chemistry.1–7 The
rst part of this growth involved several successful attempts to
stabilize boron complexes with an increasing number of boron
atoms in the solution phase,8–18 e.g., B4 (I, II),19,20 carboranes
(C2B4R4; III),21 and metallaborocycles ((CO)2FeB4R4; IV).22 Here,
the electron deciency of boron was fullled using Lewis donor
ligands and transition-metal templates, and this led to many
unusual structural and bonding variations.2–4,23–26 A parallel
development in the gas phase involved the generation of size-
selected boron clusters (Bn) and metal–boron clusters (MxBn)
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with different types of multicentered bonding (e.g., V–
VIII).5–7,27–32 Although the absence of ligands in VI distinguishes
its chemical bonding from IV, the unique p-bonding is impor-
tant in both.33,34 The structural variations of Bn and MxBn clus-
ters largely depend on the size of the atoms. For example, MB6

0/

�1 clusters (VII) favour a C2v structural type, due to the large size
of M (where M ¼ Al, Mn, and Re), in comparison with B7

0/�1

clusters (V), which favour a C6v structure (a nearly at hexagonal
pyramid).29,35,36 The preference for adopting a seven-member
ring in the case of a 3d transition metal, e.g., Co in CoB18

�

(VIII), was shown recently by Wang and co-workers.37 The study
of several planar and quasi-planar boron clusters led to the
discovery of borophene, analogous with the hexagonal C6 motif
of graphene,38 on metal surfaces.39–43 The inevitability of holes
in borophenes and consequent polymorphism give the unique
opportunity to ne tune the electronic and mechanical prop-
erties of these 2D systems via limiting the number of holes and
by incorporating metal atoms.44–52 Different metal boride
monolayers, e.g., FeB2 (X) and FeB6 (XI), were proposed to
expand the application of 2D materials, and the design was
inspired by M@Bn clusters.53–61 The rapid growth in these
different areas of boron chemistry practiced under very
different experimental conditions invites us to bridge these
apparently unrelated elds by nding common threads.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Scheme 1 (a) Structurally characterized complexes with B4, C2B4, and
metallaborocycle FeB4 units in the solution phase. (b) Different planar
and quasi-planar Bn and MBn clusters in the gas phase. (c) Borophene
(hole density ¼ 1/9) and metal boride monolayers in extended
systems. L ¼ 1-[2,6-di-isopropylphenyl]-2-methoxy-3,3-bis(-
trimethylsilyl)-1,2-azaborolidine, R1 ¼ 1-[2,6-diisopropylphenyl]-2-
methoxy-3,3-bis(trimethylsilyl)-2,3-dihydro-1H-1,2-azaborol-5-yl, R2

¼ NH(dip), dip ¼ 2,6-di-isopropylphenyl.

Edge Article Chemical Science
B–B coupling to build the larger boron unit B4 (I) was ach-
ieved by Himmel and co-workers via coupling two boron
analogues of ethyl cation units.19 The close similarity between
the B4 unit in I and the Si chain in b-SiB3 led the hypothesis that
boron chain polymers with such rhomboidal units could be
obtained.19,62 The ligand architecture of I restricts it from
undergoing further coupling. However, the synthesis of the
tetra-atomic boron(0) complex II, starting from a B2 complex
stabilized by Lewis donor ligands, paved the way to achieving
the rule-breaking planar C2B4R4 complex III, as reported by
Scheme 2 (a) A transition-metal-assisted B–B homocatenation reaction
¼ 2,3,5,6-tetramethylphenyl, R4 ¼ N(SiMe3)2]. (b) The prediction of an in
(8)], boranaphthalene [M2@B10H8 (M ¼ Fe and Mn; 10 and 11)], and its p

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Kinjo and co-workers recently.20,21 The presence of labile PMe3
ligands in II gives space to increase the ring size. Due to the lack
of labile ligands in complex III, increasing the ring size further
is not easy and necessitates an alternative path. Although
standalone borylene is not stable in solution, a transition metal
can be used as an effective template to hold and arrange it for
coupling. One such reaction, carried out by Braunschweig and
co-workers, uses an Fe center to form the contiguous B4 chain
IV, starting from the Fe–(borylene) complex XII and proceeding
through Fe–bis(borylene) XIII and the bimetallic intermediate
XIV.22 The formation of XIII from XII, an 18e complex with
approximate trigonal bipyramidal (tbp) geometry, involves the
transfer of a borylene fragment from Mo(CO)5[BN(SiMe3)2]
(Scheme 2a).22 The replacement of a Lewis donor ligand with
a BR fragment was possible due to their isolobal relationship.
Although XIII exists without direct B–B s-bonds, Fe(CO)3B2H2

has a B–B coupled structure (1, Scheme 3a), as the global
minimum shows the inherent tendency of the BR fragment to
undergo coupling (Scheme 3a).33 The electron-donating
substituent N(SiMe3)2 weakens the s-skeleton of the coupled
product and hinders the B–B coupling process in XIII,33 while
the ancillary ligand CO forces B–B coupling reactions to give
IV.22 The two N(SiMe3)2 ligands attached to B centers in IV do
not allow further B–B coupling beyond the B4 unit. In addition,
had further B–B coupling taken place, the resultant Fe@B6R6

structure would have been highly strained due to the small
cavity size. This suggests design strategies with larger ring and
ligand attachments are needed for further catenation and
possible extension to the solid state.

Here, we report the design of (1) an interlocked boron wheel,
Mn2B10H10 (7), having an unprecedented geometrical pattern
with Möbius aromaticity, (2) [10]boraannulene Fe2@B10H10 (8),
(3) a boron analog of naphthalene, M2@B10H8 (M¼Mn and Fe),
having Hückel aromaticity (11, 10), and (4) the metal boride
monolayers FeB5 and Fe2B5, taking Fe2@B10 as the building
in the solution phase. The source of [BR4] is a Mo(CO)5BR4 complex. [R3

terlocked boron wheel [Mn2B10H10 (7)], [10]boraannulene [Fe2@B10H10

ossible extension to give b-Fe2B5 monolayers.

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8968–8978 | 8969



Scheme 3 The optimized structures of (a) Fe(CO)3B2H2 (1, C2v), (b) Cr@B6H6 (2, C6v), (c) Fe@B6H6 (3, D6h), (d) MnB6
� (C2v in a quintet state), (e)

Mn2(CO)10 (4, D4d), (f) Fe(BH)5 (5, Cs), (g) Mn2(BH)10 (6, D4d), and (h) Mn2B10H10 (7, D2d) at the BP86 level of theory with the def2-tzvp basis set.
Complexes 1, 2, and 5 are obtained via the isolobal replacement of COwith BH from the corresponding 18emetal carbonyl complexes. Complex
6 is not a minimum on the PES. (i) The HOMO�3 of 6 (the examples shown in (a)–(e) are known in the literature and are considered here for
comparison purposes).
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block and bringing this molecular boron chemistry into the
solid state (Scheme 2b). The global minimum search algorithm
USPEX63 further shows that one of the Fe2B5 monolayers, b-
Fe2B5, designed in this study is a global minimum on the planar
PES. The thermal and kinetic stabilities of these designed
monolayers with metallic properties are also presented here.
This study illustrates the relationships between the chemistry of
boron in solution, gas, and solid states.
Computational details

All the molecular calculations are carried out using the
Gaussian 09 program package (version D).64 Geometry optimi-
zation is performed using the dispersion-corrected BP86 func-
tional with Becke–Johnson damping (BP86-D3(BJ)) and the
def2-tzvp basis set for all atoms.65,66 The nature of stationary
points is examined via vibrational frequency calculations at the
same level of theory. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis is
performed to obtain natural population analysis (NPA) charges
and Wiberg bond orders with the NBO6 method at the same
level of theory.67 Nucleus-independent chemical shi (NICS)68

calculations are performed to check the extent of cyclic delo-
calization at the BP86/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. Chemical
bonding analysis using the adaptive natural density partition-
ing (AdNDP) method69 is carried out using the MultiWfn
program.70 Quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM)
analysis is carried out using the AIMALL package71 with the
wavefunction les generated using the BP86 functional with the
LANL2DZ basis set for Mn and the 6-31G(d,p) basis set for all
other elements (B, C, H, and O).

All solid-state calculations are performed using the Vienna
ab initio simulation package (VASP).72–74 The generalized
8970 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8968–8978
gradient approximation (GGA) approach with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional75 is used to incorporate the
exchange–correlation functional to treat the interactions
between electrons, with PAW76 pseudopotentials used to treat
the electron–ion interactions. The energy cutoff for the plane
wave basis set is 500 eV and the equivalent set of a k point grid
with spacing of 2p � 0.02 �A�1 is taken for Brillouin zone inte-
gration. The electronic energy convergence threshold is set to
10�6 eV for energy and 10�3 eV�A�1 for force. Phonon dispersion
analysis is performed using Phonopy code with the nite
displacement method, interfaced with the density functional
perturbation theory implemented in VASP.77 The ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations are performed for 6 ps with
a canonical (NVT) ensemble at temperatures of 500 K, 1000 K,
and 1500 K with a time step of 1.0 fs. The initial structures are
built up from the corresponding optimized structures. Chem-
ical bonding analysis to generate the projected crystal orbital
Hamiltonian (PCOHP)78 population curve is carried out using
the Local Orbital Basis Suite Towards Electronic-Structure
Reconstruction (LOBSTER) program (version 3.1.0) with the
plane-wave/PAW wavefunction generated using VASP based on
the corresponding optimized structures.79 A comprehensive
crystal structure search for the two-dimensional Fe2B5 mono-
layer is performed using the evolutionary algorithmUSPEX code
(with local minimization schemes within unit cells of 7 and 14
atoms).63 The population size was set to 60 and the maximum
number of generations was maintained at 60, with 60% of the
lowest-enthalpy structures allowed to produce the next genera-
tion through heredity (60%), lattice mutation (30%), and atomic
permutation (10%). The thickness parameter was set to 0.1 to
search for planar or near-planar congurations.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Results and discussion

We begin with the design principle of the interlocked boron
wheel Mn2B10H10 (7) and compare it with B14, an interlocked
boron cluster.80 Then we discuss the stability of 7 and compare
it with M@B6H6 (M ¼ Cr and Fe) to measure the ring strain
involved in the system. An electronic structure description of 7
follows next, with an emphasis on the role of metal d-orbitals
and cyclic electron delocalization in governing the stability.
Then we discuss the interlocked to planar transition via adding
electrons, either through changing the metal center or
removing exohedral H atoms, to give [10]boraannulene
(Fe2@B10H10, 8) and boranaphthalene (M2@B10H8, M ¼ Mn
and Fe; 11, 10), respectively, providing detailed electronic
structure descriptions. Next, we show the potential to obtain
different metal boride monolayers, FeB5 and Fe2B5, considering
Fe2@B10 as a building block, and we compare those monolayers
with other possible monolayers obtained using the USPEX
global minimum search algorithm. The kinetic and thermal
stabilities of the proposed monolayers are also studied. Then,
we present electronic structure analysis of the b-Fe2B5 mono-
layer, the global minimum in the planar form, and a compar-
ison with 10. Finally, we extend the study to a Mn2B5 monolayer.
Design principle of the interlocked boron wheel Mn2B10H10

(7)

The isolobal relationship between BR and CO and the presence
of a B–B bond in 1 (Scheme 3a) led us to check what happens
when all the CO ligands in 1 are replaced with isolobal BH
fragments. Optimization leads to structure 5, where four of the
BH units are coupled (Scheme 3f). Geometrical constraint
restrict the h BH unit from undergoing coupling, while the
replacement of the six CO ligands of an 18e Cr(CO)6 complex
with six BH units results in six-member-ring formation (2),81

implying the inherent tendency of BH fragments to undergo
coupling (Scheme 3b). The out-of-plane movement of the Cr
atom from the ring center (0.61�A) indicates that the six-member
ring is too small to accommodate a transition metal. However,
Fe@B6H6 (3) is planar with elongated B–B bonds (1.832 �A)
(Scheme 3c). The additional 2e sit in the non-bonding dz2 orbital
of Fe.82 Although the unique bonding features of 3 (ref. 82) and
its 2D analog, the g-FeB6 monolayer,54 allowed Fe to sit in the
plane of the ring, the inevitability of the strain associated with
the six-member ring was clear from the out-of-plane movement
of Fe atoms from the hexagonal ring in the case of the FeB2

monolayer (Scheme 1c, X).53 We considered if it were possible to
increase the ring radius. Obvious choices include replacing one
of the B centers with a larger-sized atom, preferably a transition
metal, and increasing the ring size. Here, we start with an 18e
bimetallic complex, Mn2(CO)10 (4, Scheme 3e), where one of the
octahedral Mn sites involves a direct Mn–Mn single bond. The
optimized structure of Mn2(BH)10 with D4d symmetry (6) is not
a minimum on the potential energy surface (Scheme 3g). The
Mn–B distances (1.763�A and 1.828�A) are close to that of a Mn–B
double bond due to strong p-back bonding from Mn to the B
centers. Noticeably, the Mn–Mn distance decreases upon going
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
from 4 to 6: from 2.90�A to 2.816�A. The equatorial BH units are
bent towards each other with a short B–B distance of 2.585 �A,
which is in contrast to the equatorial CO ligands in 4, which
have a long C–C distance of 3.0 �A. An orbital correlation
diagram shows that the only HOMO of 4 has undergone stabi-
lizing interactions in 6 and become HOMO�3 due to additional
interactions between equatorial BH units (Scheme 3g and
Fig. S1a‡). QTAIM locates bond critical points (BCP) between
equatorial BH groups of 6, implying electron density accumu-
lation (Fig. S1c‡). The presence of B–B BCPs hints towards B–B
coupling. Following up on the imaginary frequencies led to the
interlocked structure 7, where each Mn is coordinated to ve
boron centers and one Mn center, resulting in a six-member
ring (Scheme 3h). The replacement of the Mn centers in 7
with boron ended up in cluster formation, a typical behavior of
boron. This further proves that metal centers play a crucial role
in determining the stability of structural type 7. QTAIM analysis
does not locate any BCPs between orthogonal boron centers at
the interlocked positions (B3–B8/12 and B7–B8/12) (Fig. S2a‡),
distinguishing 7 from the previously reported interlocked
cluster B14.80 In the case of B14, two interlocked B7 units undergo
multicentered cluster bonding, and this was named “all-boron
fullerene”.80 Therefore, it is safe to conclude that the two
intervening rings, orthogonal to each other, undergo no out-of-
plane interactions and can be considered as interlocked wheels.
Although there are reports of metal-centered boron wheels,27

this is the rst report of an interlockedmetal wheel with a direct
metal–metal bond. Complex 7 fullls all criteria for a molecule
to be kinetically stable and viable,83 which are: (a) a high lowest
vibrational frequency value (120 cm�1), (b) a high HOMO–
LUMO gap (1.87 eV), much higher than M@Bn wheels,84 and (c)
resistance towards fragmentation and isomerization at room
temperature. The thermal stability of 7 is veried via perform-
ing AIMD simulations at 300 K. A snapshot taken at the end of
a 20 ps simulation (Fig. S2b‡) with a time step of 1 fs shows that
the interlocked geometry is well preserved. Each six-member
ring of 7 has one Mn at the periphery and one Mn at the ring
center. The outer Mn–B distances are closer to the Mn–B
distances observed in MnB6

� clusters (Scheme 3d). The two
types of B–B bonds in 7 (1.806 �A and 1.821 �A) are intermediate
between 2 and 3, indicating the release of ring strain upon going
from 3 to 7 (Scheme 3). However, the B–B distances are signif-
icantly longer due to the presence of Mn at the ring center.
Electronic structure description of 7 – Möbius aromaticity

HOMO and HOMO�1 are responsible for the interlocked
geometrical pattern, where HOMO is an Mn–Mn s-boding
orbital and HOMO�1 is a B–Mn–B bonding orbital (Fig. 1a and
b). Therefore, 7 is an example of a new class of interlocked
boron wheel where the d-orbitals of the metal provide the
stability. In addition, there are other delocalized MOs reecting
typical multicentered (s + p) bonding (Fig. S2c‡). The decom-
position of the WBIs of B–B bonds into sigma and p compo-
nents also indicates signicant p contributions (Table 1). The
multicentered bonding is further conrmed based on AdNDP
analysis (Fig. S3‡). The presence of four p-MOs makes the
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8968–8978 | 8971



Fig. 1 The important molecular orbitals of 7: (a) HOMO and (b) HOMO�1 with schematic representations and (c) all p-MOs. (d) NICSzz(1) scan
curves of 7 and 3 with the distance (d) increasing from the top of the metal center towards the periphery along X and Y. (e) Energetics for the
formation of Mn2B10Ph10 at the BP86 level of theory using the LANL2DZ basis set for Mn and Fe and the 6-31G(d,p) basis set for all other atoms.
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systemMöbius aromatic (Fig. 1c). In order to probe the cyclic p-
delocalization, NICSzz(1) values are calculated at different
positions above the planar six-member ring (Fig. 1d). A para-
magnetic ring current was observed on top of the metal center,
dropping sharply while moving towards the periphery, and
Table 1 Important bond lengths and corresponding Wiberg bond indice
basis set for all atoms

Molecule

Fe@B6H6 (3) Fe–B1
B–B

Mn2@B10H10 (7) Mn1–Mn2
Mn1–B3
Mn1–B4
Mn1–B5
Mn1–B8
B3–B4
B4–B5

Fe2@B10H8 (10) Fe1–Fe2
Fe1–B3
Fe1–B4
Fe1–B11
B3–B4
B4–B5
B3–B11

8972 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8968–8978
a diamagnetic ring current is observed aer 0.8 �A. The strong
diamagnetic ring current at the ring periphery suggests effective
cyclic p-delocalization. A comparison between 7 and 3, a 6p
Hückel aromatic complex, shows that the diamagnetic ring
current values are comparable. The kinetic and thermal stability
s of 3, 7, and 10 obtained at the BP86 level of theory with the def2-tzvp

Bond length (�A) WBI [s, p]

1.832 0.545
1.832 0.749 [0.601 (81%), 0.148 (19%)]
2.113 0.502
1.924 0.438
1.874 0.604
1.888 0.575
2.184 0.330
1.821 0.681 [0.605 (88%), 0.076 (12%)]
1.806 0.707 [0.599 (88%), 0.108 (12%)]
2.488 0.329
1.950 0.473
1.919 0.525
1.930 0.444
1.710 0.831 [0.737 (88%), 0.094 (12%)]
1.734 0.797 [0.791 (88%), 0.096 (12%)]
1.664 0.928 [0.815 (88%), 0.113 (12%)]

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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of 7 prompted us to formulate an equation (Fig. 1e) to compare
the stability of Mn2B10Ph10 with respect to known metal
complexes. The high exothermicity of the reaction
(�90.9 kcal mol�1) suggests that Mn2B10Ph10 is a promising
target for synthetic efforts. 7 can be considered an intermediate
between cluster and planar forms.
An interlocked to planar transition – [10]boraannulene
(Fe2@B10H10; 8) and boranaphthalene (M2@B10H8; M ¼ Fe
and Mn)

The addition of electrons has the tendency to encourage
structural transition towards a planar form.85 The optimization
of the complex Fe2@B10H10 (8) closes the ring and gives twisted
[10]boraannulene as a minimum, where each Fe atom is coor-
dinated to 6 boron centers and one Fe center, forming a seven-
member ring (Fig. 2a). Another way of reaching 8 is via
mimicking the dimerization step of the B–B catenation reac-
tion, the second step of the reaction in Scheme 2a, followed by
the isolobal replacement of CO with BH, starting from IV (R ¼
H) (Fig. 2a). This further proves the inherent tendency of BH
fragments to undergo coupling and the preference of a 3d
transition metal to sit in the seven-member ring. The planar
structure of 9 is not a minimum on the PES. An orbital corre-
lation diagram between 8 and 9 shows that the HOMO�2 of 8
destabilizes along the path and becomes the HOMO of 9
(Fig. S4‡). The HOMO of 9 involves anti-bonding interactions
Fig. 2 (a) The design principle of Fe2@B10H10 (8) and Fe2@B10H8 (10
Fe2@B10H10 (9) is not a minimum. (b) A side view of Fe2@B10H10 (8). (c) Th
and 11 with the distance (d) increasing from the top of the ring center to

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
between hydrogen atoms sitting at the junction positions and
nearby hydrogens, resulting in strong torsional strain (Fig. 2c).
The imaginary frequencies of complex 9 correspond to the in-
plane and out-of-plane motion of H atoms at junction posi-
tions. Therefore, the removal of these leads to the stable
complex Fe2@B10H8 (10). The orbital evolution upon going from
8 to 10 is shown in Fig. S4.‡ Cyclic p-delocalization increases
when going from 8, with its out-of-plane arrangement, to 10,
with a planar arrangement (Fig. S5‡).

The orientation of the Fe2 unit in 10 is unique. Although
there are reports of M2@Bn complexes, the orientation of M2 in
the plane of the ring with M–M bonding has never been
considered. The Fe–Fe bond length (2.513 �A) is in the single-
bond distance range. The Fe–B bond distances are shorter
than Fe–B single bonds and comparable to Fe–B distances in
Fe–borylene complexes, implying sigma and pi bonding (Table
1). The B–B bond distances (1.67–1.73�A) in 10 are signicantly
shorter than the B–B distances in 3 and 7, resulting in the relief
of strain in 10, where Fe is in the center of the seven-membered
rings (Table 1). The preference of a seven-member hole for the
3d transition metal Co was also observed in Co@B18

�. The
Wiberg bond index (WBI) values for the B–B bonds and their
sigma and pi decomposition also support a strong B–B sigma
skeleton in 10 compared to 3 and 7. The planar structure is
stabilized by delocalized multicentered (s + p) bonding
(Fig. S6‡). 10 has ve multi-centered p-bonding orbitals
(Fig. 2d). The presence of ten p-electrons in 10 (Fig. 2d) fullls
), starting from a B–B homocatenated complex (IV, R ¼ H); planar
e HOMO of 9. (d) The five p-MOs of 10. (e) NICSzz(1) scan curves of 10
wards the periphery along X and Y directions.

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8968–8978 | 8973
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Hückel p-aromaticity criteria and associates it with naphtha-
lene (Fig. S7‡). NICSzz(1) above the ring center is �57.5 ppm,
conrming the aromatic nature. The NICSzz(1) scan curves with
distance (d) increasing from the top of the ring center towards
the periphery along the X and Y directions show a strong
diamagnetic ring current in all positions, except for positions
nearby metal centers (Fig. 2e). Therefore, 10 can be considered
as boranaphthalene. The major difference between C10H8 and
10 is their s bonding frameworks. The eleven C–C s-bonding
orbitals in C10H8 now become ten 3c–2e Fe–B–B, one 6c–2e Fe2–
B4, and one 8c–2e Fe2–B6 delocalized s-bonding orbital,
according to AdNDP analysis (Fig. S8‡). The B11–B12 interac-
tion is via the delocalized 6c–2e orbital, mainly concentrated on
Fe1–Fe2–B11–B12 centers, and 8c–2e bonding orbital.

Möbius aromaticity to Hückel aromaticity

We have shown that the removal of exohedral H can add elec-
trons to cluster bonding.85 The removal of 2H from the B3 and
B8 centers of 7 leads to the planar Mn2B10H8 structure 11. 11
and 10 are similar except for the fact that 11 has a triplet ground
state. The singlet state with a d2(d*)0 electronic conguration
localized on the Mn centers is 15.0 kcal mol�1 higher in energy.
Due to the long Mn–Mn distance, d–d* splitting is low. There-
fore, the promotion of one electron from a d to a d* orbital
stabilizes the triplet state due to large exchange stabilization. In
the case of 10, both the d and d* orbitals are doubly occupied
and the singlet state is the most stable one. Since d and d* are
localized on metal centers with very weak bonding interactions,
Fig. 3 Different optimized 2Dmonolayers derived from 10: (a) a-FeB5, (b
atoms is given in black, and Fe is denoted using red), (e) g-Fe2B5, and (f) d-
indicated by the black dotted lines and lattice parameters are given in �A

8974 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8968–8978
the nature of chemical bonding in Fe2@B10H8 and Mn2B10H8 is
similar. The presence of 8p electrons in 7 and 10p electrons in
11 makes the transformation from 7 to 11 an interesting
example of a Möbius to Hückel aromatic transition.

The realization of III (Scheme 1a) with two bare B-centers
suggests the possibility of obtaining boranaphthalene (10 and
11) in solution.21

It should be noted that icosahedral arrangements of
M2B10H10 (M ¼ Mn and Fe), similar to icosahedral M2B10 (M ¼
Rh and Ir),86 are more stable than 7 and 8 (Fig. S9 and Table
S1‡). However, the relative energy differences are lower in the
case of icosahedral M2B10H8 (M ¼ Mn and Fe) and 11 and 10
(Fig. S8 and Table S1‡). The relative energy order reverses when
the monoanionic system of icosahedral M2B10H8 (M ¼ Mn and
Fe) and 11 and 10 are considered (Fig. S8 and Table S2‡).

A roadmap to solids – the design principle of FeB5 and Fe2B5

monolayers

Our continuous efforts to make connections between different
parts of chemistry motivated us to extend molecular boron
chemistry to solid-state chemistry via considering 10 as a basic
building block. Different modes of condensation of units of 10
can lead to different metal borides (FexBy). The simplest
possible condensation, through B–B single bond connection,
leads to an a-FeB5 monolayer, where each Fe2@B10 unit is sur-
rounded by eight hexagonal holes (Fig. 3a). The special stability
of triangular boron units allows us to consider an edge-
connected B–B condensation mode to give a b-FeB5 monolayer
) b-FeB5, (c) a-Fe2B5, (d) b-Fe2B5 (the numbering of three unique boron
Fe2B5. Two different views of eachmonolayer are shown. Unit cells are
. Parent building blocks are highlighted using red dotted circles.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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with four ten-member holes surrounding the parent Fe2@B10

unit (Fig. 3b). In the parent monomer, 10, the Fe2 unit sits in the
10-member ring of B10H8. Therefore, the addition of an Fe2 unit
into the 10-member holes of the b-FeB5 monolayer can lead to
a stable a-Fe2B5 monolayer (Fig. 3c). One can also visualize an a-
Fe2B5 monolayer as a result of the edge-sharing of parent
Fe2@B10, where two nearby Fe2 units are nearly perpendicular
in orientation. Similarly, another mode of edge-sharing of
Fe2@B10 units leads to b-Fe2B5, where Fe2 units are parallel to
each other (Fig. 3d).

Unlike the molecular analog, all the 2D monolayers have
a magnetic ground state, as observed recently for the FeB3

monolayer.87 A comparison between non-magnetic and
magnetic states shows that the magnetic states lie 56 meV, 236
meV, 1319 meV, and 204 meV lower in energy than the
nonmagnetic sates for a-FeB5, b-FeB5, a-Fe2B5, and b-Fe2B5 in
their respective unit cells. COHP analysis of the nonmagnetic
states shows an appreciable antibonding population at the
Fermi level (Fig. S9‡). Adding spin polarization removes these
antibonding interactions from the Fermi level due to exchange
stabilization and provides stability.
Fig. 4 (a) Phonon spectra. (b) A snapshot of the equilibrium structure of
spin polarized band structure for the spin-down channel. (d) The total an
channel. (f) The projected COHP plots for different Fe–B bonds and Fe–Fe
its decomposition into sigma and pi components. All the plots are for th

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The thermodynamic stabilities of these monolayers are ob-
tained via calculating their cohesive energies using the formula:
Ecoh ¼ (xEFe + yEB � EFexBy

)/(x + y), where EFe, EB, and EFexBy
are

the total energies of a single Fe atom, a single B atom, and one
unit cell of the FexBy monolayer, respectively. The computed
cohesive energies for a-FeB5, b-FeB5, a-Fe2B5, and b-Fe2B5 are
5.64 eV per atom, 5.66 eV per atom, 5.68 eV per atom, and
5.74 eV per atom, respectively. The relatively high cohesive
energies in comparison with previously reported 2Dmonolayers
of FeB2 (5.62 eV per atom) and FeB6 (5.61–5.85 eV per atom) at
the same level of theory suggest the high stability of these 2D
sheets. Due to the presence of several holes surrounding the
Fe2@B10 units in FeB5 monolayers and the lower cohesive
energies, we focused on the Fe2B5 monolayers in the following
discussion.
Global minimum search with Fe2B5 monolayers

A comprehensive global minimum search using the molecular
formula Fe2B5 followed by the full relaxation of random struc-
tures in conjunction with VASP code, as implemented in the
USPEX program package, shows that b-Fe2B5 is found to be the
global minimum in the planar arrangement. It gives two more
the b-Fe2B5 monolayer at 1000 K after 6 ps of AIMD simulation. (c) The
d projected DOS. (e) The spin polarized band structure for the spin-up
bonds in the unit cell. (g) The projected COHP plot for Fe–B (total) and
e b-Fe2B5 monolayer.

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8968–8978 | 8975
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structures, g-Fe2B5 and d-Fe2B5, with cohesive energies of
5.61 eV per atom and 5.63 eV per atom, respectively (Fig. 3e and
f). The Fe2@B10 unit in the g-Fe2B5 monolayer is signicantly
different to the molecular unit 10. In g-Fe2B5, the loss of Fe–B
bonding interactions at the junction positions of the repeating
Fe2@B10 units makes it an unstable monolayer with one
imaginary frequency (80 cm�1). The repeating unit of d-Fe2B5 is
Fe2B11, where two iron atoms are in 8-member and 7-member
holes, respectively. The low cohesive energy of d-Fe2B5

compared to b-Fe2B5 further proves that a 7–7 hole combination
for the two iron centers is better than an 8–7 combination,
validating the unique stability of Fe2@B10 in b-Fe2B5 and its
corresponding molecular analog 10. Therefore, we continue our
discussion, considering b-Fe2B5 as a representative example.
The unit cell of b-Fe2B5 consists of 2 Fe atoms and 5 B atoms,
with the optimized lattice parameters being a¼ 5.997�A and b¼
3.724�A, respectively. There are three unique Fe–B bonds in the
b-Fe2B5 monolayer, similar to 10. The Fe1–B1, Fe1–B2, and Fe1–
B3 distances are 1.929�A, 2.040�A, and 2.188�A, respectively, and
the B–B bond lengths are in the range of 1.645–1.711 �A. A
comparison of these distances between 10 and the b-Fe2B5

monolayer shows close similarity, except for the Fe1–B3
distance, which changes from 1.930 �A to 2.188 �A. This large
change is to maintain the symmetry of the repeating unit in the
extended system.
Kinetic and thermal stability of the b-Fe2B5 monolayer

The dynamic stability of the b-Fe2B5 monolayer is conrmed via
computing the phonon dispersion along the high-symmetry
lines in the rst Brillouin zone, with no appreciable imaginary
frequency (Fig. 4a). The highest frequency of the b-Fe2B5

monolayer is 35.7 THz (z1191 cm�1), higher than the highest
frequencies of MoS2 sheets (473 cm�1)88 and FeB2 (873 cm�1),53

and comparable to a FeB6 monolayer (z1000–1300 cm�1),
indicating strong Fe–B and B–B chemical bonding. The thermal
stability of the b-Fe2B5 monolayer is also veried via performing
AIMD simulations at 1000 K using a 3 � 3 supercell. A snapshot
taken at the end of a 6 ps simulation (Fig. 4b) with a time step of
1 fs shows that the framework of the planar sheet is well
preserved. Therefore, the b-Fe2B5 monolayer is shown to be
energetically, dynamically, and thermally stable.
The electronic structure of the b-Fe2B5 monolayer

Projected crystal orbital Hamiltonian (PCOHP) analysis of the
different Fe–B bonds of the b-Fe2B5 monolayer shows robust
bonding between the metal and boron framework (Fig. 4f).
Decomposition of the PCOHP curve of the Fe–B bond into s and
p components separately and further shows that both s and p

bonding interactions are responsible for the stability of the b-
Fe2B5 monolayer (Fig. 4g), reecting the close similarity of
chemical bonding in the b-Fe2B5 sheet with the parent complex
10. The spin-resolved density of states (DOS) and corresponding
electronic band structures show the metallic nature of b-Fe2B5,
and the high peaks of the DOS around the Fermi level are
mainly composed of Fe-d states (Fig. 4c–e).
8976 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8968–8978
The Mn2B5 monolayer

The geometric and electronic structure similarities between 10
and 11 prompted us to extend the study to the Mn2B5 mono-
layer, considering the b-Fe2B5 skeleton (Fig. S10a‡), which also
has excellent kinetic and thermal stability (Fig. S10b and c‡)
with robust Mn–B (s + p) bonding (Fig. S10g and h‡). The spin-
resolved density of states (DOS) and the corresponding elec-
tronic band structures show themetallic nature of b-Mn2B5, and
the high peaks of the DOS around the Fermi level are mainly
composed of Mn-d states (Fig. S10d–f‡).
Conclusions

The 18e rule, an isolobal analogy, and the inherent tendency of
BR fragments to undergo coupling are utilized to predict an
interlocked boron wheel (7) with an unprecedented geometrical
pattern. Although Mn at the center of the six-member ring adds
strain into the system, the presence of the other Mn atom at the
ring periphery releases strain compared to 3, and the metal d-
orbitals provide stability by making this an 8p Möbius aromatic
system. The addition of two electrons via changing the metal
fromMn to Fe gives twisted [10]boraannulene (8). The removal of
2H from 8 and 7 leads to the planar structures Fe2@B10H8 (10), by
releasing torsional strain, and Mn2@B10H8 (11), by reducing the
ring strain with an increase in the ring size from six to seven,
respectively. Effective p-donation from the M2 (M ¼ Fe and Mn)
units of 10 and 11 to the borocycle B10H8 fullls the Hückel 10p-
aromatic criteria and associates these with naphthalene.
However, the presence of characteristic multicentered s and p

bonding distinguishes 10 and 11 from typical naphthalene
bonding. Considering the central Fe2@B10 unit of 10 as a poten-
tial building block, we proposed different extended 2D metal
borides, FeB5 and Fe2B5 monolayers, bringing this molecular
chemistry into the solid state. A study of alternative structures
that are not as easily related to iron naphthalide (Fe2@B10) using
the USPEX global minimum search algorithm further shows that
b-Fe2B5, designed in this study, is a globalminimum in the planar
arrangement. Chemical bonding analysis of b-Fe2B5 further
shows that the molecular bondingmechanism is preserved in the
solid state. The proposed monolayer, b-Fe2B5, has excellent
kinetic and thermal stability with metallic character. The strategy
adopted in this study will inspire many related studies to obtain
a continuum in this area of boron chemistry.
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